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Abstract—We demonstrate Wireless Network Operating System
(WNOS), a radically different approach to software-deﬁned networking (SDN) for infrastructure-less wireless networks. Departing
from well-understood approaches inspired by OpenFlow, WNOS
provides the network designer with an abstraction hiding (i)
the lower-level details of the wireless protocol stack and (ii)
the distributed nature of the network operations. Based on
this abstract representation, the WNOS takes network control
programs written on a centralized, high-level view of the network
and automatically generates distributed cross-layer control programs based on distributed optimization theory that are executed
by each individual node on an abstract representation of the
radio hardware. We prototype WNOS on software-deﬁned radio
devices and test its effectiveness by considering speciﬁc crosslayer control problems. We demonstrate how the global network
behavior can be controlled by modifying a few lines of code on
a centralized abstraction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most existing wireless networks are inherently hardwarebased and rely on closed and inﬂexible architectures that delay
adoption of new wireless networking technologies [1], [2].
Moreover, it is very challenging to control large-scale networks of heterogeneous devices with diverse capabilities and
hardware. Quite the opposite, software-deﬁned radios provide
a vast degree of ﬂexibility. At the same time, software radios
today lack appropriate abstractions to enable prototyping of
complex networking applications able to leverage the crosslayer interactions that characterize wireless operations. To use
an analogy from computer systems, trying to build a complex
networked application on software radios is today as hard
as trying to build a complex piece of enterprise software by
writing bare-metal code in a low-level programming language.
In this research, we ask the following questions: is it
possible to automatically generate distributed wireless network control programs that are deﬁned based on a centralized abstraction of the network that hides low-level implementation details; and in this way bridge the gap between
software deﬁned networking and distributed network optimization/control? Can we, in this way, keep the beneﬁts of
distributed network control (where decisions are taken close
to the network/channel/interference state without the need for
collecting information at a centralized decision making point);
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the wireless network operating system.
and at the same time be able to deﬁne the network behavior
based on a centralized abstraction? Can we, by answering
these questions, develop a principled approach to softwaredeﬁned wireless networking based on cross-layer optimization
theory? We attempt to provide a preliminary answer to these
compelling questions by designing and demonstrating Wireless
Network Operating System (WNOS).
II. WNOS D ESIGN AND P ROTOTYPING
We propose WNOS, an optimization-based wireless network operating system. The architecture of the proposed
WNOS is illustrated in Fig. 1. At a high level, the WNOS
comprises three key components: network abstraction, network
control problem decomposition, and programmable protocol
stack (PPS). Please refer to [3], [4] for more details of WNOS.
A proof of concept of WNOS has been designed and
deployed over a network with 21 USRP software radios, as
shown in Fig. 2. The prototyping diagram is illustrated in
Fig. 3, which follows a hierarchical architecture with three
tiers. At the top tier of the hierarchical architecture is the
WNOS control host, based on which one can specify the
network control objective using the provided network abstract
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Fig. 2: WNOS SDR Testbed.
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Fig. 3: Prototyping diagram of WNOS.
framework, which we refer to as WiNAR. The output of this
tier is a set of automatically generated distributed solution
algorithms, which will be sent to each of the SDR control
hosts. At the second tier, the programmable protocol stack
(PPS) is installed on each of the SDR control hosts. The
distributed optimization algorithms received from the WNOS
control host are stored at the decision plane of the PPS. At run
time, the PPS will be compiled to generate operational code to
control the SDR front-ends of the third tier. Finally, each of the
SDR front-ends (i.e., USRP) receives the baseband samples
from its control host via Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) interface
and then sends them over the air with transmission parameters
dynamically speciﬁed in the control commands from the SDR
control hosts.
III. D EMONSTRATION
Over the developed SDR testbed, we will demonstrate the
following properties of WNOS: effectiveness, ﬂexibility as well
as scalability.
Effectiveness. We will demonstrate the effectiveness of
WNOS by considering a speciﬁc network control problem,
where the control objective is to maximize the sum utility
of two sessions by jointly controlling the transmission rate at
the transport layer and the transmission power at the physical
layer. For each session, the utility is deﬁned as the logarithm
of the achievable end-to-end throughput. We will show that,
with the network abstract provided by WNOS, the network
control objective can be deﬁned using two lines of code only:
nt.make var(‘wos x’, [ntses, ssrate], [all, None]),
expr = mkexpr(‘sum(log(wos x))’, ‘wos x’).
We will demonstrate that WNOS-based network optimization outperforms non-optimal or purely locally optimal
(greedy) network control. Five schemes will be considered
in performance comparison: (i) WNOS-T-P: transport and
physical layers are jointly controlled using the optimization
algorithms automatically generated by WNOS; (ii) WNOST: only the transport layer rate is controlled by WNOS; (iii)
WNOS-P: only the physical layer power is controlled by

WNOS; (iv) neither transport or physical layer are controlled
by WNOS; and (v) Best Response: maximum rate and power
are used at the transport and physical layers, respectively.
Flexibility. We will demonstrate the ﬂexibility of WNOS
in modifying the global network behavior by changing control
objectives and constraints. Speciﬁcally, we will show that, to
achieve different desired network behaviors, one only needs to
change the centralized and abstract control objective or modify
the constraints while WNOS generates the corresponding
distributed control programs automatically. For example, if
the desired network control objective
is to maximize the sum

throughput (i.e., maximize
x) of 
all sessions instead of
sum log throughput (i.e., maximize
log(x)), this can be
accomplished by rewriting one line of code only: expr =
mkexpr(‘sum(wos x)’, ‘wos x’).
Scalability. We will illustrate the sacalbility (as well as the
ﬂexibility) of WNOS by deploying code over a large-scale
network and by considering two sharply different network
control objectives: sum-log-rate maximization and sum-power
minimization. Again, with WNOS, the network control objective of sum power minimization can be deﬁned using a few
lines of code only:
nt.make var(‘wos x’, [ntlk, lkpwr], [all, None]),
expr = mkexpr(‘sum(wos x)’, ‘wos x’),
where the ﬁrst line states the transmission power of all the
active links in the network as control variables, while the
second line deﬁnes the sum of the transmission power as the
utility function to be minimized.
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